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Severe storm environment: 

Large CAPE and strong low 

level speed shear.  Shear vector 

unidirectional with height, 

Helicity small.



Trough and wind shift

Dry line

Intersection –

focal point for 

storm initiation



Note warm inflow switches to cool outflow, probably in rear flank downdraft region

Visible satellite images



Key observing system: 

ELDORA airborne dual-Doppler radar

Flew at 300 m altitude next to 

the supercell and scanned with 

both antennas toward supercell



Possible hook Tornado damage track

Eldora aircraft track: Aircraft flying 300 m above surface

Possible hook



Vertical velocity (gray) and vertical vorticity (dark)

Reflectivity (> 40 dBZ shaded), storm relative winds

Uniform winds near surface

Fine line in reflectivity field, believed to be synoptic scale trough line

Updraft

Cyclonic and anticyclonic

mesocyclones aloft (splitting cells)

Heavy precipitation



Vertical velocity (gray) and vertical vorticity (dark)

Reflectivity (> 40 dBZ shaded), storm relative winds

Northerly winds start to develop

Downdrafts in heavier precipitation

Low level updraft intensifies

Cyclonic and anticyclonic

cells continue to separate

Low level mesocyclone develops

30 m/s updraft becoming near coincident with cyclonic mesocyclone



Vertical velocity (gray) and vertical vorticity (dark)

Reflectivity, storm relative winds

Northerly winds extend across heavy rain area

Cyclonic and anticyclonic midlevel 

mesocyclones both present but left moving 

storm is very weak

Low level updraft

Low level mesocyclone has stretched vertically

to 3.4 km

Reflectivity (> 40 dBZ shaded), storm relative winds



Vertical velocity (gray) and vertical vorticity (dark)

Reflectivity (> 40 dBZ shaded), storm relative winds

Low level mesocyclone on gradient of updraft

And encircles the location of the two gust fronts

Rear flank downdraft air rotating around

Storm creating hook echo

Original synoptic scale trough 

evolves in RFD and FFD

Lower and upper mesocyclones merge 

into single mesosyclone circulation



Vertical velocity (gray) and vertical vorticity (dark)

Reflectivity (> 40 dBZ shaded), storm relative winds

Large mesocyclone

Updraft along leading edge

Of rear flank downdraft

And forward flank gust front

Hook echo



Vertical velocity (gray) and vertical vorticity (dark)

Reflectivity (> 40 dBZ shaded), storm relative winds

Large mesocyclone-

updrafts weakening



Trough relative wind field

Reflectivity

Vertical velocity

(gray: solid = upward)

Vertical vorticity

(black: solid = anticyclonic)

Trough relative wind field

Reflectivity

Vertical velocity

(gray: solid = upward)

Vertical vorticity

(black: solid = anticyclonic)

Origin of

Low level

Mesocyclone

6

The low level 

mesocyclone first 

develops between 

updrafts along the 

synoptic scale 

trough line 

associated with 

the radar fine line

Transition to 

Lemon and 

Doswell (1979) 

model of low 

level supercell 

flow between 

these panels



Blowup of previous figure: top two panels Horizontal vorticity vectors and updrafts

Tilting and stretching contributing to vertical vorticity generation along trough line

Generation of low level mesocyclone
7

Cool air

Warm air

Baroclinic generation of horizontal vorticity due to buoyancy differences in airmasses



Closeup of low-level

Mesocyclone formation

Storm relative winds

Vertical motion (gray)

Vertical vorticity (thin)

Mesocyclone forms 

along boundary 

between downdraft and 

updraft

Main updraft

Gust fronts rotate 

cyclonically around 

mesocyclone

Note downdraft 

developing near center 

of mesocyclone – this 

is the occlusion 

downdraft

RFD



Trajectories of air into mesocyclone

Storm relative winds, trajectories, vertical vorticity Storm relative winds, stretching term for v. vorticity

Parcels initiated on a circle of 

diameter 1.5 km and run 

backwards in time using Doppler 

winds

Point of origin on 

circle in degrees

Parcels enter from warm 

sector or cross into

cool air behind forward 

flank gust front



Merger of mid and low level mesocyclones, and development of occlusion downdraft

Reflectivity

Vert. Vel.

Vert. Vort.



Pressure deficit,  9 mb , 

induced by buildup of 

low level vorticity 

(centrifugal forcing) in 

center of mesocyclone 

leads to downward 

directed pressure 

gradient, which drives 

occlusion downdraft.

Perturbation pressure retrieved from wind analysis,

superimposed on storm relative winds



Wind field in cross section

Superimposed on isobars from

Retrieval.

Vertical pressure gradient

(positive implies a downward

Directed PGF)

Note the importance of the 

downward directed pressure 

gradient force in driving the 

occlusion downdraft at the 

center of the mesocyclone



Conceptual model of the Garden City Storm







Although tornado was on ground

Signature in mesocyclone changed

Considerably due to sampling.

WSR-88D in Dodge City KS

Note Weak reflectivity hole,

Fine line at RFGF and mesocyclone



Radar view of the tornado from ELDORA radar

Reflectivity

Radial Velocity

Spectral Width

Note that tornado is a column of weak 

reflectivity in which the radial velocities are 

indeterminate due to the large spectral width



Radar reflectivity and Radial velocity

Development of Mesocyclone from 

Eldora data

Flow is similar to what we saw 

from dual-Doppler analysis, but 

at very high resolution since this 

is the data at its original 

sampling resolution.

Note following features:

Development of flow associated

with RFD

Development of hook appendage

Development of mesocyclone

Reflectivity hole at center of 

hook

Development of TVS

Broad area of rotation in which

the TVS is embedded



Reflectivity                 Single Doppler Velocity       Vertical vorticity              Vertical velocity

Just before

Tornadogenesis

Just after

Tornadogenesis

Fields derived just before and just after tornadogenesis from ELDORA

Evolution of echo 

appendage into ring of 

high reflectivity 

surrounding weak echo 

“hole” coincident with 

tornado

Contraction of the 

rotation from a large 

velocity couplet to a 

small couplet

Single center of high 

vertical vorticity evolves 

to a ring of high vorticity 

centers with several 

maxima, including the 

tornado

Mesocyclone initially on 

updraft-downdraft 

boundary. After 

tornadogenesis, vorticity 

centers associated with 

updraft



Authors relate the observed evolution to 

“vortex breakdown” process that has been 

observed in laboratory and real tornadoes

This process has been studied in laboratories 

using the “swirl ratio” the ratio of the tangential 

velocity at the outer edge of the updraft hole in a 

laboratory tank to the vertical velocity through 

the hole

Sequence of events:

Low swirl ratio: One celled vortex with 

central updraft

Moderate swirl ratio: Axial downdraft 

develops with a strong axial vertical jet below 

stagnation point

High swirl ratio: Axial downdraft reaches 

surface and “suction vortices” develop along 

shear zone where downdraft air meets 

updraft air at surface

Number of suction vortices a function of swirl 

ratio



Authors relate the observed evolution to 

“vortex breakdown” process that has been 

observed in laboratory and real tornadoes

Challenge to this idea came in a paper by Trapp (2000)

Trapp argued that vortex breakdown in laboratory and 

model studies is preceded by a descending downdraft 

with a sharp, intense axial jet below.  This was not 

observed in the GC tornado.

He did not challenge the idea that the mesocyclone 

evolved into a “two celled” vortex and that the 

Garden City tornado developed along the shear zone 

between the radial outflow of the downdraft and the 

outer updraft of this vortex.

He simply said that we should not confuse the 

development of the occlusion downdraft and 

subsequent circulations with the “vortex breakdown” 

process that has been observed in tornadoes.



Photogrammetric and radar studies of 

the “wall cloud”

Views of the wall cloud from the cockpit 

of the aircraft with radar scans 

superimposed on one panel



Radar reflectivity and wall cloud position Radial velocity superimposed on reflectivity

Storm relative winds Perturbation pressure



Radar reflectivity and wall cloud position Radial velocity superimposed on reflectivity

Vertical and horizontal winds in the 

plain of the cross section

Total horizontal winds (pointing down 

implies a southerly wind, not a downdraft)


